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Brief History
With its vision to promote science and scientific knowledge to everybody,
Scientific Review Board (SRB) has taken an initiative to support open access
publication. SRB is an emerging publisher of open access contents and believes in
"free access to knowledge to everybody". To meet its objective, SRB uses Journal
Management Systems (JMS).
Journal History: till Dec. 22, 2009 -"SRBmag", Dec. 22, 2009 onwards "Journal of
Scientific Review".

Scope and Coverage

Journal of Scientific Review (JSR)-an Open Access Journal, is an international
interdisciplinary research journal on all aspects of science and technology. It
provides a unique forum to place your ideas, articles of general interest, research
article, commentaries, book reviews, review articles, and anything of interest to the
scientific community. Articles from different branches of science and technology
are promptly made available to the wide range of readers. Being an open access
journal, information is freely available online, and those interested may read online
or download articles in pdf format.

Kind of Information

JSR is a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary research journal on all aspects of science
and technology. The issues of the journal are made available as a current issue or
edition, and a set of archives of previous issues. The Journal Manager is able to
bring into this journal website earlier issues of the journal that were published prior
to the use of this system so that they form part of the Archives that are made
available to readers on the journal's website. These two reviews can be searched
from journal content through different search such as by title, author, abstract, full
text or all.

All the recent articles are listed in table of contents and by selecting one of them
abstract of the article with reference are visible. Archive volumes are listed from
new to old with abstract and reference and author of the article is given. JSR gives
the information about the author guidelines, how to submit on online, copyright
related notice, privacy statement and author fees. Login or Sign in is needed while
submitting an article. Important announcements are made to aware the users.
Scientific Review Board is there to reviewing the articles. SRB Conference
Management Tools assists conference organisers to document their conference at
one place-manage everything from abstract submission to registering delegates and
publishing conference proceeding. Information for user, for librarians is given to
support them. One must be logged in to make a donation.

Special Features







Online journal help system is there to help the user.
Different types of notifications are given to support user.
Abstracts of an article can be shared on social networking sites.
Font size controller is given on every page.
The articles will be made online after proofs correction.

Arrangement Pattern

Under title search & author search reviews are arranged alphabetically. Issues are
(Archives) are arranged volume wise decreasingly.

Remarks

JSR is mainly a peer reviewed journal of science. JSR encourage research librarians
to list this journal among their library's electronic journal holdings. As well, it may
be worth noting that this journal's open source publishing system is suitable for
libraries to host for their faculty members to use with journals they are involved in
editing.
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 Annual Reviews ( http://www.annualreviews.org/ )
 Annual Review of Nursing Research
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